Abstract-Map would be the most critical information in daily real-world activities. Due to the advance of the Web and digital map processing techniques, we can now easily find various maps of different presentations appropriate to diverse user purposes such as trivial searching for a restaurant or consulting a path during a trip. However, maps served by today's representative map search engines such as Google Maps cannot satisfy all users whose map-reading ability and search purposes are quite different. Thus, map search engine need to provide maps well represented for specific needs. Nowadays, there are numerous numbers of map contents available on the web, which are appropriately well drawn and shared on various web sites. However, it is not an easy task for users to find out appropriate maps on the Web. In order to support user's map search on the Web, we developed a map search system, which can search for map contents drawn in various viewpoints by interacting with users based on a relevance feedback. In particular, we analyze each map content according to two distinguishing features, geographical features and image features. Significantly, the proposed system can deal with visual map contents by considering how the map contents are represented. In this paper, we analyze effective features based on user intention for map search.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the advance of the Web and digital map processing techniques, we can now easily find various maps of different presentations appropriate to diverse user purposes such as trivial searching for a restaurant or consulting a path during a trip. Obviously, maps must be one of the foremost useful contents for daily outdoor activities. There are some online maps for general purposes such as Google Maps [1] , Bing Maps [2] , and so on. However, these systems cannot satisfy all users whose map-reading ability and search purposes are quite different. Map for general purposes would rather confuse users, because of excessively drawn objects on maps. As for the difference of map recognition by people, Kobayashi et al. [3] showed that there are individual differences in people's map-reading ability. Generally, poor map readers are suffering from the abundance of information unnecessarily given on the general maps. Therefore, it would be an interesting challenge to search for maps appropriately represented and fitted for user purposes. Even a user with poor map-reading ability can understand appropriate route information more easily, if maps specialized for route guidance are given, where street information can be more emphasized than other information for route guidance. Thus, looking for maps that match user intention is critical for users to obtain appropriate location information. For the purpose, we propose a map search system to retrieve maps that match user intention focusing on feature of map contents.
The search engine can interact with users for relevance feedback. Relevance feedback allows users to make a variety of requests. Additionally, it is possible to search for better maps interactively. Especially, we introduce a map search engine which can show ranking of maps based on user intention. In order to rank the maps, it is necessary to analyze map contents. In the map search engine, each map content is analyzed into two distinguishing features, geographical features and image features. Geographical features represent some deformation of the real world by controlling map objects drawn such as the number of objects, scale ratio, etc. On the other hand, image features refer to visual effects as usual images such as image size, the overall mean of color components, etc. Therefore, it is possible to search for maps that match user requirements when the users also understand the maps based on these features. For example, a user traveling by train may unconsciously focus on a feature like the number of station on the map. Although maps have a variety of features, excessively given features may result in harmful effects for ranking. Therefore, we need to select effective features for map search based on user's implicit intention. We especially consider two types of purposes for user requirements: object confirming and path finding. Specifically, we define features for analysis of maps and show the candidates of these features. Then, we extract effective features for ranking based on each purpose. To achieve our goal, we apply a support vector machine (SVM) [4] to analyze features emphasized by users for each purpose, which construct a classification by dividing the training data into positive or negative classes with a hyperplane. Based on this method, we can effectively extract features that can classify unknown maps into usable and non-usable maps.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the concept of map search engine for our approach. Section 3 reviews related work. Section 4 explains how to analyze effective features based on purposes by SVM. Section 5 discusses the experiment for feature 
II. SEARCH ENGINE FOR MAPS
In general, maps describe part of the real world by making a representation to real-world objects according to a variety of viewpoints. Such modified maps would be usable if they are well represented for specific purposes. For instance, on route guidance maps, paths to a destination can be emphasized than other information. These maps help users to get to a certain destination by providing route information. Thus, users can find out appropriate regional information by the maps matching user requirements.
Due to the growth of the Web, there are large numbers of maps on the Web. However, it is not an easy task to find suitable maps by using existing search engines. For example, image search engine allows users to obtain many maps. However, this retrieval method does not consider the essence of maps. In order to present maps appropriate to user purposes, it is necessary to analyze their own contents in terms of cartography, but image search engine uses limited elements like color components or surrounding texts without considering map features such as the number of objects, scale ratio, etc. Therefore, it is difficult to search for maps reflecting user intention. In addition, it is hard for user to represent their own requests by using only keyword query. Consequently, inappropriate and unrelated maps can appear in the search results. In order to resolve the problem, we developed a search system for the retrieval of maps.
Map search engine needs a function to show appropriate maps by retrieving on the basis of user requests. However, there are some problems for retrieving maps that match user purposes. At first, users may have a variety of different intentions. For example, users may want to confirm a path to their destinations and request maps for route guidance. On the other hand, users could require sightseeing information and look for maps showing some sightseeing spots. Map search engines have to interpret those requests. In addition, it is difficult for users to make these requests as search queries in detail.
Hence, we assume search engine using relevance feedback for representing user requests. This method allows users to select appropriate maps in the displayed maps for representing their requests. Among other requirements, map search engines must consider how maps are usable for user purposes. We believe that usability of maps are depending on user purposes. Thus, we consider two types of purposes as user requests: object confirming and path finding. Hence, map search engines first need to recognize the user's purpose, and show usable maps for each purpose. In order to determine the usability of maps for each purpose, it is necessary to analyze the components of maps. Because maps are an image described regional information, there are two distinguishing features constructing maps: geographical features and image features. Geographical features explains geometric information, while image features depict map images in terms of graphics. Map search engines determine appropriate maps for users on the basis of these features and show ranking of maps. Figure 1 shows a concept of our map search engine. At first, the system presents candidates for maps that may have the required information through the user interface. Second, the user can select some usable maps that match their purpose. User requests are interpreted on the basis of selected maps by mean of relevance feedback. Then, map search engine takes user requests as a choice of object confirming or path finding. Third, maps in database are ranked on the basis of two types of features corresponding to user purposes. Finally, the system shows a ranking of maps. In addition, user can select some maps in the ranking repeatedly. It is possible to retrieve better maps interactively because search query are improved whenever new maps are selected. In this system, we assumed a map database containing an adequate amount of maps with map features consisting of geographical features and image features. Hence, map search engine can satisfactorily rank the maps in a database by using geographical features and image features. (1) the number and (2) the ratio of landmark objects path objects
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III. RELATED WORK
A lot of studies have been conducted on maps. Honda et al. [5] proposed the automated generation of deformed maps by using road deformation and landmark relocation. Fujii et al. [6] proposed a route guide map generation system based on re-arranging the detailed maps. These studies aimed to generate maps. However, maps generated without considering user requests are often uniformed. Our method can present appropriate maps for each user by analyzing features contained in maps and focusing on user intention.
Methods for analyzing the components of maps are extensively researched. Agrawala et al. [7] analyzed the generalizations commonly found in hand-drawn route maps. Osaragi et al. [8] proposed extraction key map elements by analyzing roads and buildings that are represented in existing maps. Grabler et al. [9] proposed the generation of tourist maps based on image analysis and Web-based information. Although these study analyzed the maps, user requirements were not considered. We believe that the maps are usable when described information matches the user. Thus, our study requires considering map features on the basis of user intention.
A variety of methods to find the maps satisfying a various requirements have been investigated. Michelson et al. [10] proposed method for classifying maps from images collected on the Web. In this work, their classifier is based on Water-Filling features, which is edge-based features. Chiang et al. [11] built a map classification technique based on a nearest-neighbor classifier using the luminance-boundary histogram. The luminance-boundary histogram is an image comparison feature. Newsam et al. [12] proposed content-based image retrieval against a target set of geographic images by using visual features. These studies use only image features for interpreting the maps. However, it is difficult to consider user intention by using only image features because user purposes would be mainly expressed by using geographical features. Hence, we also use geographical features for ranking of maps.
In the information recommendation field, Oku et al. [13] proposed a recommendation method that considers user context through SVM. They used SVM to classify items as suitable or not. Their method recommends restaurant information by considering user preferences and contexts. This study is similar to ours because they focus on considering user requirements. However, we believe that user requirements for maps differ from those for restaurants.
IV. FEATURES EXTRACTION BASED ON PURPOSES

A. Features for ranking of maps
In this section, we describe features for ranking of maps. On maps, real-world information is described by using a variety of features. These features are classified into two categories: Geographical Features (GFs) and Image Features (IFs) , since map images are usually drawn considering placement of objects as well as visual effects. We define map's features as follows:
Here, GF means a set of geographical features, where each feature explains regional information. On the other hand, IF is a set of image features, which are depicting map images in terms of graphics. Maps have a variety of features, however, some features may have harmful effects for ranking. Therefore, we especially extract effective features for ranking according to user's purposes.
1) Geographical Features (GFs):
We first explain the geographical features used to construct maps. Geographical features are physical quantities in maps that act as elements to explain regional information. For example, the latitude and the longitude of geographical objects are elements that explain the location in relation to the real world in a manner that is physically quantifiable. However, geographical features differ from map to map. In particular, maps are specialized in showing certain regions or for some specific purposes. Thus, we consider that each map has individualized features. Table I shows 29 geographical features we used in this study. In this study, we assumed a database containing an adequate amount of maps that are indexed. In features related to the region shown on the maps, it is possible to obtain coordinates by using geocoding. To estimate the areas shown on the maps, we used the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR). In features related to geographical objects shown on the maps, we separated all image size the number of pixels in a (1) column, (2) row and (3) total color R (1) the overall mean, (2) the mean around a certain object, and (3) the difference of red color components G (1) the overall mean, (2) the mean around a certain object, and (3) the difference of green color components B
(1) the overall mean, (2) the mean around a certain object, and (3) the difference of blue color components hue (1) the overall mean, (2) the mean around a certain object, and (3) the difference of hue saturation (1) the overall mean, (2) the mean around a certain object, and (3) the difference of saturation brightness (1) the overall mean, (2) the mean around a certain object, and (3) the difference of brightness objects based on five elements that make up the city [14] . Path objects denote elements such as streets and railways that people can pass through. Edge objects mean lineal elements like rivers. District objects mean regions with characteristics of the same quality internally, which we allocated to the names of prefectures and cities. Node objects mean elements of points of meeting. Examples include stations and bus stops. The other objects are used as landmark objects. We used the number and the ratio of each element. In features related to the distribution of the objects shown on the maps, we calculated the dispersions of coordinates in both the real world and images. We then used the dispersion of both the x-and y-coordinates, as well as the product of these dispersions. Furthermore we used the dispersion of both the latitudes and longitudes, as well as the product of the dispersions. In addition, we consider the coordinates of a certain object and distance from center to a certain object. In other features, there is the information described on the maps other than geographical names. We used the appearance of text denoting route guidance or the distance between objects as the information features for route guidance. The other information, such as advertisements for shops and captions denote data other than route guidance.
2) Image Features (IFs):
We explain image features for constructing maps, because maps have not only geographical features but also image features. Image features are physical quantities in maps that act as elements for depicting information as an image. For example, the brightness in a color component is an element for depicting the tone of the image. It is possible to use physical quantities of coloring or sizes of images to affect the visibility or impression of maps. Hence, we estimate that these affect the usability assessment of maps. Table II shows 21 image features we used in this study. As features related to the shapes of map images, we used the number of pixels in the row, column, and total. These elements make up the size of image. As features related to the colors of the map images, we used the overall mean of each pixel value, the mean of each pixel value around a certain object according to the RGB and HSV color model. Additionally we consider the difference between overall mean and mean around a certain object.
In this paper, we used 50 features consisting of geographical features and image features. It is estimated that these features are especially effective for ranking of maps. There are other map features, but our method of extraction is also possible to deal with these features. 
B. SVM-based Effective Feature Extraction
We extract features that affect each purpose by using SVM (support vector machine). SVM is a learning machine for two-class classification. In SVM, training data are located on the coordinate space as feature vectors. SVM can classify unknown data into classes A and B by constructing discriminant surfaces to classify training data. In our study, we constructed discriminant model to classify maps as usable or non-usable based on purpose through SVM. Figure 2 shows a conceptual diagram for the classification of maps using SVM.
Maps preliminarily classified by the user are located on the N-dimensional coordinate space. In this figure, black circles denote usable maps, and black squares denote nonusable maps. It is possible to classify unknown maps into usable and non-usable maps by constructing discriminant surface for classification based on maximizing the margin. In addition, white circles and white squares denote support vectors for constructing the discriminant surface.
It is possible to locate maps by using a variety of features on the coordinate space. We believe that location on the basis of map features emphasized by user makes classification precision high. Hence, we try to classify by using various combinations of map features. We extract features that can classify unknown maps into usable and non-usable maps well. These features would be effective for map search.
In our study, we use SVM for features extraction because SVM is much better at generalization capability. Oku et al. [15] showed validness of applying SVM for modeling user preference, optimized feature parameters of user context and restaurant for information recommendation. In this work, they compared SVM with the other methods such as Neural Network, k-Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree, Bayesian Filtering, etc. As a result, SVM's generalization capability were superior to the other methods'. Their features are similar to map features in that they are expressed as N-dimensional vectors. Hence, classification by using SVM is usable for features extraction.
In our study, it was necessary to construct discriminant surfaces that can classify maps. In order to find effective features for map search, at first, we propose many features that may affect the ranking of maps. Second, we conduct experiments to classify the maps as usable or non-usable based on these candidate features. Finally, we extract necessary features to rank the maps in these features.
V. EXPERIMENT
We conducted an experiment to extract features emphasized by the users for measuring the usability of maps. The necessary features were estimated on the basis of user purposes. Hence, the participants judged the usability of maps on the basis of the following purposes in this experiment:
• Object confirming
We extracted features that affect usability when a user wants to confirm objects. It is necessary for users to confirm objects that exist at a certain position. When users have not decided upon a specific destination, they may choose the desired target objects. We assumed that a user planning to do some sightseeing will require maps showing sightseeing spots such as "Gion", "Higashiyama", and "Kiyomizu Temple". We believe that maps that describe these objects will be usable in this case. Maps that allow a user to understand the positional relations between objects are usable for object confirming.
• Path finding
We extracted features that affect usability when a user wants to find a certain path. It is important for users to confirm the correct path to their destination. When users have already decided their destination, they may desire maps that provide route information. We assumed that a user planning to go to "Kiyomizu Temple" by train or on foot will require the positions of stations or the names of streets. Therefore, maps that make it easy for the user to recognize the position of transportation facilities and routes to the destination will be usable in this case for path finding. The two above-mentioned purposes are not exclusive. Hence, there also will be usable maps that can serve both these purposes.
We conducted a preliminary experiment for verifying the validity of these purposes. First, we collected 200 maps by using an image search engine. These maps have a wide variation because we retrieved them by using a variety of search queries such as "sightseeing map", Figure 3 . A preliminary experimental result of classification based on each purpose "gourmet map", and "shopping map". Then, we asked 6 participants to select the usability of each map; i.e., the participants were required to state whether they would use a certain map for object confirming, for path finding or for the other such purpose. We regarded the maps that were judged to be usable by more than half of the participants as usable. Figure 3 shows the results of the preliminary experiment. Most maps (86%) were classified as maps usable for the purpose of object confirming, the purpose of path finding, or both. Hence, we concluded that these two purposes were sufficient to reflect user requirements.
In the experiment for features extraction participants judged whether a map was usable or not for each purpose; we considered these responses the judgment data. We extracted features emphasized by the users on the basis of each purpose, by revealing relations between the judgment data and the features contained in the maps.
A. Experimental Procedure
First, we prepared 100 maps that described the Kyoto area; Kiyomizu Temple was described on all the maps. In the case of this dataset, 'a certain object' refers to Kiyomizu Temple. Then, we prepared 50 maps that described the San Francisco area; Union Square was described on all the maps. In this case, 'a certain object' refers to Union Square. The 20 participants that took part in this experiment were all university students. After viewing all the maps of the Kyoto area, we asked 10 participants to classify the 100 maps as usable or non-usable as a response to each of the following statements:
• Select usable maps for understanding the positional relation between Kiyomizu Temple and the other sightseeing spots. This situation corresponds to the purpose of object confirming.
• Select usable maps for understanding how to go to Kiyomizu Temple. This situation corresponds to the purpose of path finding. On the other hand, after viewing all the maps of the San Francisco area, we asked the other 10 participants to classify the 50 maps as usable or non-usable as a response to each of the following statements:
• Select usable maps for understanding the positional relation between Union Square and the other sightseeing spots.
This situation corresponds to the purpose of object confirming.
• Select usable maps for understanding how to go to Union Square. This situation corresponds to the purpose of path finding. Table III shows the features and values used in the experiment. These values were normalized by using the maximum values of each feature. The considered map had 50 features (29 geographical features and 21 image features) . Further, labels of T or F were added to denote whether the map was usable or non-usable with respect to each purpose. The map considered in the example had a label of F for the purpose of object confirming, and a label of T for the purpose of path finding.
In the experiment, we regarded maps judged to be usable by more than half of the participants as usable. For the classification of the maps of the Kyoto area, we used 60 maps as the training data and the other 40 maps as test data. The test maps were randomly selected from the 100 maps. On the other hand, for the classification of the maps of the San Francisco area, we used 30 maps as the training data and the other 20 maps as the test data. We constructed a classification model using the set of training data. To construct the classification model, we used the LIBSVM with basic parameters for the python programming language [16] . We classified the experimental data by using all combinations of less than three features from the 50 features, and determined the features effective for ranking the maps. In the next section, we first introduce the features extracted on the basis of each purpose for the maps of the two considered areas and then discuss the features effective for each purpose.
B. Experimental Results
In this section, we will introduce the features extracted by using the proposed method. In the experiment, we focus on the top 100 sets out of all 20875 sets, which have the highest classification precision. The experimental results revealed that the participants focused on geographical features rather than image features. In particular, geographical features related to the appearance of the objects were emphasized for each purpose. These features seem to be important for determining the usability of maps. We believe that users first consider what objects are described in maps rather than how they are described. We also extracted the sets containing both of geographical features and image features. Features extracted on the basis of each purpose in the case of the maps of the two considered areas are as follows:
• Object confirming on the maps of the Kyoto area Many sets contained "the number of landmark objects" (47/100) or "the number of objects" (47/100). Maps containing a number of objects were often classified by the participants as usable maps. Moreover, "the number of path objects" (32/100) was probably extracted for the same reason. Besides these features, "y-coordinate of a certain object" (41/100) was extracted. Further, many sets contained both a geographical feature and an image feature (51/100).
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• Path finding on the maps of the Kyoto area A large number of sets contained "the ratio of node objects" (72/100). This feature allowed users to know the available modes of transport. In addition, many sets contained "the ratio of landmark objects" (37/100). It is estimated that maps containing a few landmark objects were often classified by the participants as usable maps because users probably need objects to know how to get to the destinations rather than general objects like landmark objects. Besides these features, "the coordinate of northern edge" (32/100) was extracted. Moreover, some sets contained both a geographical feature and an image feature (40/100).
• Path finding on the maps of the San Francisco area Most sets contained the feature of "the ratio of path objects" (94/100). This feature provided the user with route information to the destination. "The number of objects" (39/100) was also extracted. Moreover, many sets contained both a geographical feature and an image feature (63/100). Figure 4 shows examples of maps classified as usable for each purpose. In the left map, many landmark objects were described. In addition, there are some path objects. Hence, the value of "the number of objects" was very high. This map was classified as usable for the purpose of object confirming. In other words, it was possible to confirm positional relations between objects by using this map. In the right map, many path objects and node objects were described in addition to a few landmark objects. This map was classified as usable for the purpose of Path finding. The node objects were described along the subway lines denoted by the colored lines. By using this map, a user could obtain route information if he wanted to travel by train. The user could obtain route information also by using the path objects described in the map. Figure 5 shows the results of an effective features extraction for the purpose of object confirming. The horizontal axis shows the serial number assigned to each feature illustrated in table III. The vertical axis shows the number of sets containing each feature in the top 100 sets. "The number of landmark objects" was particularly effective in the case of both the considered areas. In addition, "the number of objects" and "number of path objects" were emphasized in the maps of the Kyoto area. On the other hand, "number of pixels in a column" was emphasized on the maps of the San Francisco area. This implied that maps containing a number of objects were often classified by the participants as usable maps. It was inferred that the representation of many objects on a map helped users to understand the positional relations between the objects. Hence, we believe that "the number of landmark objects" was important for the purpose of object confirming. Furthermore, the other features depended on the area considered. Figure 6 shows the results of the effective features extraction for the purpose of path finding. Different features were emphasized for different areas for the purpose of path finding. "The ratio of node objects" was the most important feature in the maps of the Kyoto area. On the other hand, "the ratio of path objects" was particularly effective in the case of the maps of the San Francisco area. Both these features contained information regarding modes of transport such as by road or rail. It was estimated that maps containing a number of paths or nodes were often classified by the participants as usable maps because users probably require objects to know how to reach their destinations. Hence, we believe that "the ratio of node objects" and "the ratio of path objects" were important for the purpose of path finding. The other features depended on the area considered.
Finally, we concluded the effective features for each purpose. Table IV shows features corresponding to each purpose. In order to select effective features, we considered the features that contained within more than 30 sets. The features for the purpose of object confirming are as follows:
• the number of landmark objects • the number of objects • the number of path objects • y-coordinate of a certain object • the number of pixels in a column For the purpose of object confirming, objects were used for understanding positional relations between objects. Therefore, maps containing a number of objects were important, and features related to the number of objects were extracted.
On the other hand, the features extracted for this purpose are as follows:
• the coordinate of northern edge • the number of objects • the ratio of landmark objects • the ratio of path objects • the ratio of node objects For the purpose of path finding, on the other hand, objects were used to know how to reach the destination. Therefore, features related to path objects or node objects were extracted for obtaining the route information or information of the available modes of transport.
In addition to these results, an improvement of the features may positively affect the classification of the maps. In the experiment, we classified all the objects on the basis of five elements that make up a city. However, if we classify the objects into categories such as shops, restaurants, and temples, on the basis of the purpose that these objects serve, we may be able to consider a relatively large number of user requirements. On the other hand, various image features related to a certain object were extracted in the experiment. This reflected the importance of showiness of a certain object. Hence, we can obtain more positive results by unifying some features related to the showiness of a certain object. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a map search engine that show ranking of maps on the basis of user intention. In this search engine, it is important that the retrieved maps must match the user purposes because usability of maps are depending on user purpose. In order to interpret map contents, features are necessary to reflect user requirements. Hence, we defined map features consisting of two types of features: geographical features and image features. Although maps have a wide variety of features, excessive features may have harmful effects for ranking. Hence, we extracted effective features for a map search engine by using an SVM. We consider two categories of purposes as user requirements: object confirming and path finding. In the obtained results, geographical features were particularly emphasized. In particular, "the number of landmark objects" were effective for object confirming. On the other hand, "the ratio of path objects" and "the ratio of node objects" were important for path finding. We concluded these features depend on each purpose. Furthermore, we extracted some features depend on each area. In addition, various image features were also extracted. These features will be effective by unifying some features.
In the future, we intend to develop a search engine for the retrieval of maps by using features extracted by the proposed method. Figure 7 shows an assumed interface of the map search engine. Our idea is based on relevance feedback. In this system, a user first enters the object name as a query to input form of object's name. Second, the system presents candidates for maps that may have the required information. The candidates represent object names inputted by the user. Third, the user can select some usable maps that match their purpose. The system estimates the user's requirements from selected maps. Finally, the system presents new candidates of the maps by ranking on the basis of user's map selection. It is possible to retrieve better maps interactively because search query are improved whenever new maps are selected by user. We plan to evaluate results searched by using extracted features for relevance feedback.
In this paper, we considered two areas: Kyoto and San Francisco. However, it may be not enough to analyze features depending on a certain area. Hence we plan to conduct experiments considering many more areas. In addition, we have to analyze map's deformations. Kitayama et al. [17] noted that modified maps include incorrect information, but incorrect information should be allowed when a map is modified by good deformations. Thus, there is trade-off between accuracy and deformation for certain purposes. In future work, ranking of maps should be improved with consideration to the trade-off.
